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ESTABLISHING THE 2017-2018 WORKLOAD BASELINE
Step 1
Name:
Email:
Building/Program:
Job Title:
Your required report time:
End of your contract day:
Time student day begins:
Time student day ends:
1. What do you do? Briefly describe your job/assignment. (e.g., subject area, preps,
grade level, caseload, training duties, etc.):

2. When/how do you do it? What are the components or blocks of time that make up
your job? Consider a continuum: on one end is time during which you are totally
occupied with others; on the other end is the time over which you have control.
Examples: Instructional time or service time/serving caseload; Case management time; Individual planning
(as required by contract); Individual planning in addition to contract requirement; 15 minutes before/after
students; Duty or student supervision (passing time, 7.5 minutes before or after students, other duty);
Administrator-directed time (Staff meetings, PLCs, required teams or committees); Travel time; Attendance at
training/ professional development; Outside reading to prepare for professional development/ writing debrief
afterwards; Duty-free time (e.g., lunch); Other???

Type

Per Day? Week? Month?

Amount (# minutes)

March 2018 PAT RA

3. How much work do you have to do? How many? (# work sites, # locations to drive
to, # tests to give, #students, #IEPs, # parent/teacher conferences, # progress reports, etc.)

4. What groups are your comparison groups for workload?

(e.g., a K-5 PE teacher may be K-5 PE teachers, PE teachers, elementary level teachers; specialists; itinerants)

5. Are there any unique positions in your building/program about which we
should be aware? (e.g., is immersion KG different from regular KG and do we need to collect data
separately?)

6. Is your building/program unique or have unique aspects of workload that
we should consider? (e.g., MLC; Columbia Regional)

7. What is missing in our framework to collect data? So far, our framework for
collecting the data is: What do you do? When do you do it? How much do you do?
What other information should we be considering and gathering?

